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PREFACE 
n~is is an attempt at an exhaustive study of articles 
concerning concept formation from January 1946 through March 
1954. To obtain references, the Reader's Guide to Periodical 
Literature and the International Index to Periodicals were 
consulted. The following journals were used in this study: 
American Journal of Psychology, vol.66, 1953 
American Sociological Review, vols.l5-17, 1950-1952 
Journal of Abnormal Psychology, vo1.48, 1953 
iii 
Journal of Experimental Psychology,vols.36-45, 1946-1953 
Journal of General Psychology, vols.35 and 40, 1946 
and 1949 
Journal of Psychology, vols.24-27, 1947 - April 1949, 
vol.31, April 1951, vo1.34, July 1952 
Psychological Bulletin, vol.48, 1951 
Psychological Review, vol.59-60, 1952-1953 
These journals may be found in the Boston Public Library, 
Boston. Massachusetts. and in the Widener Lib:t>ary, C~bridge, 
- - ·- - , \ -
:Massachusetts. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
1. The Importance of the Study 
The concept in relation to learning:-- The concept is 
a native and instinctive trait of learning. It is the very 
basis of learning. It is what we actually learn. "Learning 
so pervades human activity that any curiosity about the naturE~ · ;; 
of man and his behavior leads sooner or later to inqulry 
about hmv his habits are formed, how his skills are ac:quired, 
how his preferences and tastes develop, how his knowlEldge y 
is obtained and put to use 11 • To understand this very funda-
mental characteristic of man and animal alike, we mus1i 
attempt to find out just how concepts are attained. This is 
what the herein quoted authors have tried to accomplinh. 
The basic reason we have schools:-- The school iB the 
institution through which we learn. It is a place where a 
"\ 
thoroughly organized teaching-learning process of a rather 
specific nature occurs. Here concepts are offered to the 
student. As Heidbreder defines it, a concept is 11 ••• a 
logical construct which, through signs or symbols or both, 
is transferable f'rom situation to situation and corr.ll11Wlicable 
y Ernest R. Hilgard, Theories of Learning, Appleto·n-Gentury-
,., ..... ,...f'+.,. T ..... ,. -r.r ....... v __ ,. , r ll. Q - , 
~• '-'~ """ J ......,,.-., •, .uovv ..l.U..I.' AJ ..l.7Lj-U J ,P • .l..e 
-1-
., 
,• 
'i 
) y 
.from person to person11 • To further education, we must 
lmoH the mental process involved in acquiring a conce:pt. 
This process could be a basis for curriculum devel<>prtlent as 
2 
well as the teaching methods used on the individual studmtt. 
2. About the Authors 
Outstanding in numbers among the authors of thes·e 
articles are professors and students in various colle .~es 
and universities throughout the country. The students did 
their work primarily in the field of psychology, irt partial 
fulfillment for either masters' or doctorate degree~s. Some of 
their work was done on an individual basis but mostly it 
was performed in close conjunction with a professoi• in the 
department, who often provided the basic ideas for tb~: 
experiments. There are some clinical psychologis·ts and a 
sociologist in the group. Also, it might be noted that some 
of the studies were actually done in the field of philosophy. 
The major works, however, were performed in experuaenta1 
\ 
psychology laboratories. 
3. Usability of this Study 
Basis of teaching proceduli'e:-- The knowledge of' how 
concepts are attained could and should provide the basis 
of' teaching procedure. The student generally retains only 
y Edna Heidbreder, 11 The Attairunent of Concepts: I Terminology 
and Methodology", Journal of General Psychology,(Oetober 1946), 
35:173. 
3 
) 
the concept, therefore teaching would best be acco~plished 
with the absorption of concepts in mind. If' we knew which 
concepts are most readily learned and under what condi.tions 
they can be most readily learned, the classroom situation 
could be adjusted to provide the most favorable setting for 
learning. 
A source of information:-- This study, by gatheri.ng 
together in one place the vTOrks of many authors on the subjeci; 
of concepts, provides ready access to what is known thus far. 
A reading of these articles may even now, inconclus:ive as 
many of the studies are, allow the teacher to get some ideas 
on how her ~eaching methods may be improved. 
Not only can the teacher benefit by this study, 't::ut the 
student as well. Especially where those at the high school 
level or above are involved, this collection can 'prc:>vide a 
valuable source of information. This may# in some, :stimulate 
efforts of research on their own, providing an oppoJ::-tuni ty 
for progress in a field greatly in need of study. 
\ 
CHAPTER II 
THE ANALyzED ARTICLES 
Note:-- A footnote designated as 11 ARB p.lO n, 
for example, refers to page references within 
this study. 
\ 
.; 
' 
" 
'; 
.; 
., 
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Edna Heidbreder, 11 The Attainment of Coneepts: I Terminology 
and Methodology 11 , Journal of General Psychology,(l946), 
35:173-189. 
11 This is the first of a series of papers, the purpose 
of which is to report a set of experiments on the attainment 
and use of concepts by adult human ·subjects". (p.l73) 
The author defines "concept" " ••• as a logical construct 
which, through signs or symbols or both, is transferable 
from situation to situation and communicable from pe1•son to 
person". (p .173) It is not a psychological or persone.l event. 
Thus the concept becomes a means of psychological i.nvestigation. 
The concept is first defined and the experimental materials 
serve as instances of the concept. The subject attair.s a 
concept " ••• when, for the first time during an experimental 
ses s ion, he produces behavior conforming to ••• "(p.l74.) certain 
criteria specified by the experiment. The attainment is thus 
a defined event indicating nothing about the specific· deter-
minants of this behavior. The author assumes however, that 
the overt behavfor of the subject is a result of psychological 
reactions and will attempt to determine these reactions. 
The subjects were University of Minnesota undergr"aduates., 
In general, the experiment requ~red the subject to le.s.rn 
nonsense syllables -- the names of drawings present•~d to 
him singly in series after series. These syllables_ ho'tJever, 
wht' 
were always the same for drawings 'A although generally 4iffere:oLt, 
-v:_;r-:J:o:l.:l. had a certain comm9n element. Thus the syllable Relk 
was all.;ays used as the name of' a human face v-rhether man, 
Homan or child -- profile or front view. Nine concepts were 
6 
used in the experiment, three from each of' the cate gories: 
concrete objects, spa~ial relations, and nurnerical quaptities. 
Sixteen series were chosen, each consisting of' nine 
drawings each one involving a different concept. A Spindler -
Hoyer exposure apparatus was used so that the drawings could 
be shovm at exact time intervals. The subject was shown each 
picture in the series singly, while the experimenter gave the 
name of' the drawing and the subject repeated the name. After 
the first running of' the first series, the subject 1r1as per-
mitted· to anticipate the name of' the drawing and was corrected 
if' in error. A series was considered learned when the subject 
could run through it twice in succession without a mistake. 
The second, third, etc. series were then shov-m. A recording 
, ,.._,M _ {~ 
was made of' all the events. After the series, two brief' 
Hritten examinations were given to determine what the subject 
believed the no~sense syllables meant. 
~.;o measures were employed. The first of' these, called 
First Correct Anticipation or F.C.A., represents the first 
time that on the f'irst presentation of' a series, the subject 
correctly anticipated the experimenter in the naming c,f' a 
drawing- thus indicating that he had at least 11 ••• bee~ to 
• 
respond conceptually to the instances of the concept .ln 
7 
question11 • (p.l86) 
The second measure, Concept Attained or C.A., represents 
the point at which the subject began to give correct responses 
to every instance in which the concept occurred - thus 
giving an overt indication of the attainment of the concept. 
\ 
., 
' 
,. 
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' Edna Heidbreder, 11 The Attairunent of Concepts: II '11he Pr oblem", 
Journal of General Psychology, (1946), 35:191-223. 
The original problems, 11 In what conditions do hwo.an 
beings modify their conceptual activities? What happens when 
people meet situations in which concepts, once adequate, prove 
adequate no longer?" (p.l91) had to be altered as a result of 
the data collected from the experiment described in part I. 
Experiment A attempted to investigate: "Are there differences 
in the readiness with which human adults attain concepts of 
three different sorts -- concepts of concrete objects, concepts 
of spa-bial forms and concepts of numbers". (p.l91) Such concepts 
as face, tree, 0 and two were used. 
A definite order of learning was obtained with concepts 
of concrete objects first, concepts of spatial forms next and 
concepts of numbers last. The author attempts to·correlate these 
results with some possible explanations. Familiarity must be 
ruled out because " ••• the order is not from the more to the 
less familiar". (p.l93) In fact, the two unfamiliar concepts, 
\ 
spacial forms kriown as pran and stod, stood in the middle of 
the list. 
11 The relative readiness with which the concepts were 
\ 
attained cannot be explained by their possession or lack of 
conventional names 11 • (p.l95) Here again, the only concepts 
which lacked familiar names, pran and stod, stood in the middle 
of the list. One cannot conclude however, that the posse s sion 
9 
of a conventional name ls a n egligible factor in the attain-
ment of a concept. The nonsense syllables were 11 names .11 for 
the conceryts, also private means of identifying concepts may 
have been used. 
"The order in which the concepts were atta ined cann.ot be 
attributed to the character of the nonsense syllables assigned 
them as names •••• £:AnJ attempt was made to select syllables 
equally difficult to learn and equally free from assoc~iations". 
(p. 196) Also, the naming of the pictures took place ln the 
first series, where there was no possibility of concept 
formation. In a control experiment, the nonsense sylls.bles 
were assigned to different concepts in the same categories, 
and similar results were obtained. In a statistical analysis 
of the rate of learning of the names in the first series, there 
was no significant difference in the time required to learn 
the syllables with the exception of ling, which w~s signi-
ficantly easier, but this attained seventh place in the rating 
of the concepts. 
"The order\in which the concepts were attained cannot 
be explained in terms of the relative simplicity or complexity 
of the dra1r1ings serving as instances", (p.l97) nor with respect 
to " 'goodness of' form' ". (p. l 99) An attempt was made to keep 
the form and complexity of the drawings relatively constant 
within the limits of subject matter. Uniformity of pattern, 
' 
which was clea.rly at its maximum in the spatial forms, also 
-e 
10 
seemed to have no bearing on the speed of' concept attainment. 
11 The obtained order cannot be explained as the 'expected' 
outcome of trial and error reactions to the materials of .this 
experiment 11 • (p.202) Trial and error learning definitely did 
occur. A concrete object offers the least possibilities for 
interpretation; all were interpreted as such. 11 Drmdngs o:r 
spa~ ial forms aroused common responses of two kinds, to the 
total form or to its component drawings; and instances of 
concepts of numbers gave rise to three kinds of common responses 
to the seperate items, to their spatial arrangement, to their 
quantity". (p.203) Actually, it is difficult to expla:ln 
everything by trial and error as stated here. Individual 
i nte r pr etat i ons viere probably much more complex in thE1 light 
of previous experience. Consequently, we do not know Hhy the 
trial reactions were made in the same order as that in which 
the concepts were attained. 
11 The data cannot be explained as the outcome of an insight 
which, accompanying t he subject t s first unprompted succe ss ; . 
changed his ori'entation and determined the direction of his 
subsequent reactions by setting him for responses c,f a certain 
kind". (p.205) There is no adequate reason why inslght should 
occur morL readily for one condept than for another. 
Secondary cues or accidental determinants also do not 
offer an adequate explanation for the subjects' reactions • 
• 
The possibility that a certain concept may have a peculiar 
ii 
11 
significance for a subj~ct did not occur in this expeJ~iment. 
However, in a similar experiment, B, four subjects at.tached 
a certain significance to a concept as shown by the d.Elfinitions, 
but this did not alter the "regular" order of concept attain--
ment. The fact .that those drawing s involving numbers l~d 
smaller parts than the rest had no effect on the subjEJcts' 
reaction. 
Actually, 11 the order in which the concepts were ~ ~ttained~ 
cannot be attributed j;o any combination of the factorf: 
considered". (p.210) 
The author's o1rm sumraary gives perhaps the best discussi.on 
of the rest of the article, and will be presented here : 
"4. An inquiry into the order as 'obviously' from the mo1 ... e 
concrete to the more abstract revealed a lack of uniformity 
in the current use of the terms 'concrete' and 1abstrnct 1 , 
despite a com.11on practice of using 'concrete 1 to refeJ• to the 
'given' as contrasted \·'lith the 1elaborated 1 and the 'derived'. 
This lack of agreement was interpreted as another aspe,ct of the 
same fact revea\1-ed during the analysis mentioned in the 
p1 ... e ceding paragraph; namely, that the materials to whj~ch 
the subjects reacted pre s ented not one, but an indef t nite 
number of possibilities of re a ction, the relative chEulces for 
which were undetermined. Hence precisely what may be Pegarded 
as psychologi cally 'given 1 . in t h e experimental !TI...a.terial s -_c_annot 
• be determined by an analysis of the materials themselves. 
l 
I 
j 
~ j 
i 
J 
'j 
& 
I 
1 
i 
I 
J 
·I i A j-
5. The proble,,as therefore formulated in terms of the 
subject 1s reactions, the reactions themselves being de,fined 
in terms of those features or aspects of or facts abo~Lt, the 
12 
experimental situations to vJ'hich the reactions were mE,de. These 
aspects or features of the experimental situations, or facts 
about them, are called capta and facta ( in contrast vrith data) 
to indicate that they represent the subject's selectie>ns from 
and elaborations of the experimental materials (as cor1trasted 
1vith the merely given). Thus the problem of accounting for 
the order in which the concepts were attained, became that 
of inferring the capta and facta which marked the su.c~cessive: 
reactions produced by the subjects during the course of the 
experiments. 
6. The problem was more specifically stated as s. hypothesis. 
In general, the hypothesis maintains that cognit.ive: roactions 
may be arranged in order of dominance which is dete:rm:Lned by 
the kind of behavior which it is their function to st:Lmulate 
and control. The general direction of this order nw,y "be indic~ated 
as follows: \ 
The dominant mode of cognitive response in hun1an beings 
is the perception of concrete objects, a mode of c<>gnition 
especially adapted to the control of manipulation, a form of 
behavior which reaches its highest development in man and 
which is preeminently characteristic of human motoJ:> reactions 
• 
to the environment. 
I 
I 
13 
) 
Next in order, and only slightly less dominant, are percep-
tua l re a ctions to aspects of the environment other than concre te 
objects, such as spatial forms. Such reactions are presupposed 
in the perception of concrete objects and are in that sense 
fundamental to it, as perceptual reactions are essential to 
figure - and - ground organization, which may be trea.ted as 
the cognitive correlate of locomotion. Locomotion is phylo-
genetically older than manipulation, and, though highly 
developed in man does not reach its highest biological 
development in the human species as does manipulation. 
Less dominant, ordinarily, than perceptual reactions are 
conceptual reactions which are refinements and extensions of 
the perception of concrete objects, and 't-Ihich are the cognitive 
correlates of symbolic behavior. Symbolic behavior is phylo-
et genically a late development, and though it gives hu.m::~.n behavior 
its distinctive character as compared with that of oLi:ler 
animals, it has not become dominant even in man. 
This order of dominance in cognitive reactions i:s expressed 
\ primarily as an order of probability .of occurence or more 
precise ly, of functional effectiveness in determining :motor 
or symbolic behavior. The order does not directly corj~espond, 
• point for point, with the phylogenetic sequence, but :Lt bears 
an intelligible relationship to that sequence. 
7. The experimental data, exam~ed f'rom the standpoint of 
this hypothesis indicate that the order in which the1 C•)ncepts 
14 
were attained correspon~s to the order of dominance, according 
to this hypothesis, of the cognitive reactions by which the 
subjects apprehended those aspects or features of or facts 
about, the prasented instances, which were specifically 
relevant to the concepts in question 11 • (p.223) 
\ 
'I 
·I 
. ! 
' . 
'• 
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Edna Heidbreder, 11 The Attainment of Concepts: III The Process 11 , 
Journal of Psychology, (1947),24:93-138. 
This paper deals with three experiments, experiment A as 
described in part one and two slinilar experiments B and C 
performed on 63, 20 and 16 subjects respectively. The subjects 
were all college students. The basic question considered was 
" ••• whether the order in which the concepts were attained, may 
not reflect an order of readiness characteristic of ~actions 
biologically more fundamental than those involved in specifically 
conceptual activities 11 .(p.93) 
Experiment B was similar to Experiment A with only one 
exception. The drawings included in the category of spacial 
forms did not include pictured objects. Also three concepts, 
face, cir·cle, and six, were reused in Experiment B but were 
represented by new drawings. 
Experiment C applied the nonsense syllables used in 
Experiment A to the drawings and concepts used in Experiment B. 
Two new measures were added to the CA and FCA already 
described. The first of these was called Prompts During the First 
Series or P(I) which consisted 11 ••• of the number of prompts a 
subject received for a given nonsense syllable during the first 
series of an experiment". (p. 97) '1he other measure was <~alled 
Prompts during the Main Period or P(m) and -" ••• consistn of the 
total number of prompts a person received :for a given nyllable 
• 
throughout the remaining series of the experiment 11 .(p.97) "It 
I 
l e 
l 
l 
16 
is a measure of the total amount of memorizing that occurr ed 
after the subject had memorized a name during the first series 
and befor e he had learned to apply it with consistent correct-
ness in the subsequent series". (p.98) 
"For convenience in the treatment and presentation of the 
data, each experiment was divided into two parts: (a) the first 
series, during which the subject 1 s task was that of learning to 
identify particular .drawings by designating names; and (b) the 
remaining 15 series called the main period, during which the 
external conditions can do so, to attain the concepts about 
1-1hich the experiment was organized". (p.l35) 
Table Summarizing Results of Experiments A,B and C Presenting 
Means of Specified Measures for Concepts Listed 
Concepts 
Relk 
Leth 
Mulp 
Fard 
Pran 
Stod 
Ling 
Mank 
Dilt 
(face) 
(building) 
(tree) 
(c i rcle) 
(form A2) 
(form A3) 
(2) 
(6) \ 
(5) 
Silm (bird) 
Glif (hat) 
Relk (f ace) 
Fard ( circle) 
Q.uan (Form B2) 
Pa1t (form B3) 
Hank (6) 
Joft (3) 
Perg (4) 
First Series 
P(I) 
Experiment 
4.89 
4.73 
4-41 
5.16 
4.95 
5.57 
2 . 42 
7. 30 
7.06 
Experiment 
5.o5 
6.30 
7.90 
7.15 
4.80 
9.10 
8.15 
9.15 
5.70 
P(m) 
A (N - 63) 
1.15 
1.10 
2.56 
3.63 
4.25 
3.79 
6.76 
10.00 
10.63 
B (N - 20) 
3.00 
3.95 
4.85 
7.00 
7.90 
10.20 
9.95 
13~35 
13.90 
(concluded on next page) 
Main Period 
FCA 
2~92 
2.63 
3.46 
3.40 
3.60 
3.51 
4- 35 
5.16 
5.41 
3.65 
4.20 
4.2.5 
4.45 
5.10 
5.30 
5.95 
6.50 
5.30 
CA 
3.35 
3 .. 48 
3.94 
4.46 
5.05 
5.19 
6.14 
8.76 
10.22 
3.85 
4.70 
4.90 
4. 70 
7.00 
8.65 
9.35 
9.40 
9.60 
··-~--~  
17 
Table (concluded) 
Concepts First Series Main Period 
J?(I) P{m) PCA CA 
Experiment c (N - 16) 
Le t h (bird) 3.81 1. 87 2.50 2.63 
Rell{ (fa ce) 5.41 1.25 2.56 2.69 
Pran (ha t) 4.00 1.38 2.75 3.38 
Fard (circle) 5.00 3.13 3.25 3.44 
Li ng ( 2) 2.25 4.37 3.44 5 .13 
Stod (formA3) 4.00 4.56 3.56 5. 88 
Di-lt (3) 6.38 7.00 5.06 7. 06 
l'f.l8.nk (6) 8.25 8.12 4.63 8.19 
Vm.lp (4) 4.19 6.25 4.00 8.44 
The quantitative data as tabulated above sho-vrs that 11 the 
i 
order objects - forms - numbers holds for all measures of 
performance during the main period and that P(I), the only 
measure for which it does not hold, is also the only measure 
falling outside that period •••• P(I) gives an order which is 
consistently irregular, not only in varying from experiment to 
experiment, but in showing no definite relationsh~p within a 
single experiment to the categories, objects, forms and nurnbers 11 • 
(p.98) A further statistical analysis showed that a significant 
difference was obtained in all measures ex cept again P(I) 
indicating that ~' ••• the achievements during the fir s t series 
were determined by factors other than t bose with respe.ct to 
which these experiments were controlled 11 .(p.99) It should be 
noted that the special variations introduced into Experiments B 
and C did not affect the order in which the measured achievements 
occurred. 
The quantitative data were supplemented by the subjects• 
18 
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as introspections butJ as the products of perfol"manees occurrlng 
after the concepts had been attained and as bearing j~ces of 
the subject 1s reactions during the recent past, - tr•aces which, 
when brought into relation with the quantitative data, served 
as indications of the course of events terminating in the 
attainment of the concepts 11 • (p.l34) 
An attempt is here being made to determine whether the 
subjects 11 ••• in the sequence of reactions preceding and terminating 
in the atta..:.nment of concepts, responded to successi,ely less 
thing-like aspects of the presented drawings ••• 11 (p.l06) 
11 Criteria for judging this were modified from the characteristics 
Koffka attributes to the thing-character ie. constancy, shaped-
boundedness and dynamic properties 11 .(pl07) 11 ••• constancy and 
shaped-boundedness were treated as sensibly perceptible, and 
as signs. of dynamic properties which vlere treated as not them-
selves sensibly perceptible. Thing-character was treated as 
occurring in various degrees ••• 11 (p.l34) 
Using then ~hese materials, a sequence of events was 
established, showing the successive stages 11 ••• by which the 
subjects progressed from the assigned task of learning to name 
presented drawings to the eventua.J. attainment of the concepts 
they represented 11 • (p.lll) 
Responses during the first series were relatively complex, 
the subject 11 ••• reacting to various perceptual aspects of the 
19 
) 
drawings, and supplementing them, as well as the nonsense 
syllables, with associations and interpretations which in many 
cases were incorporated into more monic devices ••• The subjects 
responded chiefly to pictured objects when these were present in 
the drawings and frequently read objects into drawings containing 
no pictured objects. They commonly learned the syllables as the 
names o:f the objects pictured or suggested. The subjects also 
responded, though .less explicitiy, to the spat ial and quantitative 
aspects of the drawings, but these did not become the i 'unctionally 
central and critical determinants of the overt naming reactions 
during the first series ••• 11 (p.l35) 
Early in the main period the subject usually prodtlced the 
first FCA giving 11 ••• the first overt indication that hEl Has 
treating a drawing as an instance of a concept applicable 
elsewhere in the ex.periemnt, ratger than as a particular item 
to be memorized 11 • (p.l36) Only in a few cases was this ~Lccompanied 
by observable behavior indicating that the subjeet had made 
this transition. 
During the kin series, it was discovered that thel order 
in which the concepts were attained - objects - forms - numbers 
n ••• is positively correlated 1rdth the degrees of thing -
• 
character attributable to those aspects of the presented drawings 
which were essential to their functions as instances of the 
concepts they represent". (p.l36) Ac¥ording to the defihnitions 
there was also evidence that the reactions occurred in this order. 
The subjects interpreted the drawings as concrete objects and 
qnly after this interpretation failed did they tu.rn to ~ . pabial 
forms. These in turn were interpreted as resembling conc:rete 
objects. In the field of numbers 11 there are ••• indications 
that in attaining concepts of numbers, some subjects reached 
first chiefly to spatial arrangements, and eventually chiefly 
to numerical quantities, thus traversing in arriving at these, 
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the last concepts attained, the entire course of events indicated 
by the experimental data considered as a whole •••• 
The indicated sequences ••• are regarded as affect:> of degrees 
of dominance among the kinds of reactions that produc:ed them, 
degrees of dominance being positively correlated with the degrees 
of thing - character of the capta and facta to v;hich the 
subject reacted. The evidence indicates that response1s to spatial 
and quantitative aspects of the drawings were not .absent during 
the 
in those series become the critical determinants of thr~ overt 
reactions, though they were not entirely inoperative., The - ordeJ:> 
'\ in Hhich the concepts were attained in these experiments is 
therefore not attributable to a relatively late arousal of 
of responses to quanti ties, · biit po c~ thetot::derc±n wh2:,ch·.::; res.c ibiohs 
t6r objects, forms and quanti ties; all present in somE~ degree 
from the first, rose to dominance and became critical determinants 
of the overt reactions 11 • (p.l37) 
il 
!· 
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Edna Heidbreder, 11 The Attainment of Concepts: IV Regularities 
and Levels 11 , Journal of Psychology, (1948),25:299-329. 
The purpose of this paper is to present two experiments 
which attempt " ••• to discover whether the regularities that 
characterized the data of experiments A,B or C, again occur 
when concepts are attained under altered experimental condit_ionsn. 
(p.300) To do this four different questions were brought out 
to vrhich Experiment E and F attempted to find answers: 
1. The first concerned the possibility that the subjects' 
early success with concrete objects aroused in them a set for 
concrete objects. Therefore Experiment E included no concepts 
of objects and no drawings of objects. 11 Experiment F not only 
included concepts of concrete objects, but also included 
pictured objects in every instance of every concept"·· (p. 300) 
2. An attempt was made to see 1-1hether n ••• th~ relatively 
late attainment of concepts of forms and numbers might be 
attributable, at least in part, to the fact that it was necessary 
for reactions to forms and numbers to make their way against 
competition and'~istraction provided by pictured objects 11 .(p.301) 
Thus pictured objects were uned in no instances of E~perimen~, 
whereas they were used in all instances of Experiment F. 
3. The third question was '• ••• whether the late attainment 
of concepts of numbers ••• may not be explicable wholly in 
terms · of special experimental conditions, quite witb.ou.t reference 
-
to degrees of thing-character and degrees of dominance •••• This 
was done in both Experiments E and F by using for all ·t;he 
instances of all the concepts ••• identical items". (p.302) 
4. The fourth question attempts to find " .... at what rate 
concepts of colors are attained as compared with concepts o£ 
objects, forms and numbers?" (p.302) 
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The materials and experimental method were similar to those 
described in Parts I and III with the modifications mentioned 
above. Thus each instance was a drawing presenting several items 
identical in color and form and in each drawing, " ••• either the 
form, the color or the number of the items was the critical 
feature from the standpoint of its function as an instance". (p.304) 
The results were entirely consistent with those for 
Experiments A,B and C1 with concepts of color falling completely 
into line ie. between forms and numbers in Experiment E and 
between objects and numbers in Experiment F. In g~neral the 
concepts were separated from ea ch other at high levels of 
confidence •• L\.n exception occurs in Experiment E " ••• where 
conceptual achievements involving forms and colors, though 
occurring in th~ order stated, were not regularly separated by 
differences reli able at high levels of confidence 11 • (p.326) 
The chief significance of these experiments 11 ••• lies in 
the fact that they strengfuhen the evidence for the correlation 
be.tween order of conceptual achievement and degree of.thing-
character by showing that it obtains under conditions controlled 
• 
in such a way that the order of conceptual achievements cannot 
I j 
I 
1 
' 
~~-· • 
'~. __ . _ _ 
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be attributed to special,conditions favoring the attailunent of 
concepts of one category over those of another 11 • (p.326) A 
comparison of the results of Experiments E and F indicates that 
the correlation between degree of thing-character and order of 
conceptual achievement occurs wheth~r or not the experjmental 
conditions include materials which may possibly favo:r a. set for 
responses to objects •••• The results also indicate t:b..s.t the 
presence of pictured objects in instances of concepts oth er than 
those of concrete objects did not delay the attainrner1t of' -thes ,e 
concepts 11 • (p.327) 
The subjects were slower in attaining concepts of numbers 
in Exper i ments E and F than in Experiments A, B and G, and in 
the majority of cases this concept was never attained. Thus 
perceptual plurality appeared to be more of a controlling factor 
where it is distinguished from other items than when it was 
equalized wlth other situational features. 
All conceptual achievements were consistently lateJ::> in 
Experiments E and F, than in Experiments A, B and C, probably 
because the chan&ed character of the test materials made it 
necessary fo :t>::.:•the subjects to work at higher intellectual 
levels. 11 Considered as a whole, the evidence supports the 
hypothesis under investigation to, the extent o£ indicating 
(a) that concepts were more readily attained as the contexts 
in which their critical features were presented permitted 
conceptualization at a more perceptual rather than at a more 
I ·'~·· . 
I 
i " 
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) 
intellectual level;and (b) that at both levels the conoepts 
were obtained more or less re a dily as the critical features of.' 
their instances were more or less thing-like and thus :l.denti-
f j able by reations more or less closely resembling tho::~ e 
involved in perceiving concrete objects 11 .(p328) 
\ 
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Edna Heidbreder and Phoebe Overstreet, 11 The Attainraent of: 
Concep ts: V Critical Features and Contexts 11 , Journal o:r 
Psychology, (1948), 26:45-69. 
The experiments described here attempt to discovei• under 
Hhat conditions the regularities obtained in the pre·vious expeJ:>i-
ments break down. Further work was especially needed on the 
relationship betHeen fol"ms and colors. For this purpose,, 
Experiments G and D were devised. 11 The general conditic,ns in G 
were somewhat similar to those in E and F, which required 
conceptualization at a 'more intellectual 1 level of :r-ea.ction, 
whereas those dln D resembled the conditions in the earlier 
experiments A,B and C which permitted conceptualizatio:o. at a 
'more perceptual 1 level". (p.4 7) No concepts of: nurnbe:rs were 
included in G and D, thus 11 ••• every instance of every concept 
provided situational support for a reaction by which its 
critical feature might be perceptually apprehended 11 • 1[p .47) 
In method, procedure, experimental condittons, measw~es and 
statistical treatment of the data, they were as similar as 
possible to the previous experiments • 
. , 
The results of the experiments showed a signif:ieant 
departure from the regular order -- objects, forms, c:olors 
previously observed. The first two or th~ee concepts attained 
were again those of concrete objects, but none of the other 
concepts were attained in an order corresponding to their 
thing-charater. The chief dif:i'iculty "arose with the c:on~ept of 
color which was now scattered among the other conceptual 
~---------------~~~~--~--...,--,.-~-.... -~-~~---- --.....-...-, -~--. 
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achievements. 
As usual, written definitions of the nonsense syllables 
Here demanded;this time only for Experiment G. 11 The subjects• 
definitions contained evidence indicating sequences of reactions 
remarkably similar to those indicated by the definitions 
offered in the earlier experiments 11 .(p.55) However, here the 
differences noted remained latent and 11 ••• did not become 
effective in determining the order in which overt behavioral 
achievements occurred 11 .(p.67) 
In comparing these experiments ~ith previous ones it 
became evident 11 ••• concepts were regularly attained more 
readily (a) as contexts provided more situational and 
perceptual direction toward critical features; and (b) as 
critical features were, in general, more accessible perceptually 
and, in particular more thing-like". (p.67) It was alsc' pointed 
out that although in conceptual achievements there appears to 
be a general trend from more perceptual to more intelJ.,3ctual 
activities, this interpretation is not justified. The experiments 
also do not war~ent the interpretation "••• that thero are 
discrete modes or stages of reaction corresponding to the 
categories into which the data were classified".(p.67) 
. Special emphasis is given to th~ point -that "• •• it is 
necessary to treat cognitive activities not merely as sensory:, 
perceptual, or intellectual, but also as functionally relevant 
. ; 
to motor and especially manipulatory behavior". (p.6J.) 
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Finally it became apparent that the concepts and critical 
features acted jointly as determiners of the rate of conceptual 
achievement. 
Tentatively, it was felt that the data obtained came as 
a result of the experimental conditions. PosSibly, 11 .... ·the 
critical features were sufficiently accessible perceptually, 
and ••• the contexts provided sufficient situational and 
perceptual support to mask the potential differences in dominance 
among reactions to features possessing different degrees of 
thing-character". (p.68) 
Colors varied regularly in the " ••• hierarchy of dominance 
among reactions to more and less thing-like aspects of presented 
drawings. It was noted that functionally, the perception of 
colors is less directly involved in the guidance and control of 
motor reactions, especially manipulation, than is the perceptions 
of forms". (p.68) 
\ 
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Edna Heidbreder, 11 The Attr-inment of Concepts: VI 
Exploratory Experiments on Conceptualization at Perceptual 
Levels", Journal of Psychology, (1948), 26:193-216. 
This paper describes three experiments which attempt to 
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test the hypothesis 11 ••• that as conceptual activities become 
more and more perceptual, concepts which at less perceptual 
levels are attained in the order indicated ••• ( concrete 
objects, spatial forms, colors, numbers ), are increasingly 
likely to be attained in a se~ence which, in relation to that 
order, is a matter of chance 11 • (p.l93) The hypothesis assumes 
that where situational support is provided, it will be utilized 
so that conceptualization becomes more and more perceptual. 
Thus, as situational factors become more Heighty, the organism 
contributes correspondingly less of itself. As a result, 
differences in dominance among the various modes of reaction 
the organism has at its disposal are masked. 
The experiments used were of a card-sorting variety. Nine 
concepts, three of concrete objects such as 11 face" and "tree 11 , 
tr..ree of spai:ial forms such as "circle 11 and three of numbers 
\ 
were to be attained. Drawings similar to those described in the 
previous experiments Here used, each being on a separate 
. 
card. The subject was to sort the cards in various ways. 
' Experiment s, was a simple card-sorting experiment; the cards 
were already divided into objects, forms and numbers. 'The 
subject merely sorted each division j,nto piles representing the 
various concepts. Experiment S2 was a matching problem. 
One series u.f nine concep~s Has copied on a strip of paper 
and Has lettered consecutively from A to I. The fifteen 
renmining strips were similarly mounted and numbered from 
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1 to 9. The subject had to match the numbers with the letters. 
Experiment S3 was a classification problem. All 144 cards were 
given to the subject, who was to sort them into nine piles 
according to concepts. In all three experiments the cards 
could be handled as often as necessary, so that the memory 
factor was eliminated. Th,fesults support the hypothesis. 
11 Conceptual tasks were performed more promptly and presumably 
with less difficulty, as situational support was increased --
i.e., as the conditions became less taxing and provided for 
conceptualization at more perceptual levels of activity. 
• • • 
In matching and in manually sorting and classifying, the 
subjects formed object - classes and form - classes at the same 
or nearly the same rates. The order obtained in the modified 
memory experiments was thus altered tn the expected direction 
for tasks performed under conditions of increased situational 
support 11 • (p.215~ Number - classes do not give the same 
situational support and were accordingly achieved later and 
with more difficulty. 
Ec1.'1.a. He idbr-eder, "T'ne A t t airunent of' Concepts : VII 
Conceptua l Achievements During Cal"d-Sorting ", Journal of 
Psychology, ( 1949), 27:3-39. 
The eleven experiments described in this paper are a. 
continuation of those discussed in the previous one. ~1e 
special function of these is 11 ,,., to extend the range. o:r the 
earlier sorting experiments by presenting a Hider varie)ty of 
materials as means of arousing conceptualization -- to 
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investigate over a somewhat broader field the role of potential 
situational determinants of conceptual achievements 11 • (p.4) 
A different sorting tecl~ique Has used in each experiment, but 
all Here simple and someHhat similar. A detailed description 
of each does not seem to be necessary here. 
11 The order of the conceptual achievements in the sorting 
experiments varied from one experiemnt to another in a manner 
attributable largely to specified features of the present 
drawings-- i.e., to situational factors, among which situational 
I 
and perceptual inclusiveness seemed notably influential. This 
staement holds e\peciallJ for conceptual achievements havin5 
reference to such perceptually accessible features as pictured 
objects, spatial forms, and colors ". (p.36) Conceptualization 
o~ numbers seemed to be a~~ected only by the general increase 
' 
\ in situational support provided by the nature o~ the experiment, 
so that their conceptualization occured last; it did not lag 
to the degree noted in the modified memory experiments. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~ -l 
~ ; 
' l ~-
l. 
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There were some ind}cations of a hierarchy of d.om:Lnance 
among the subjects' reactions even in the card- sorting 
experiments. The extent to 'vhich this occured, hoHever :, 
depended on how much of the organism's own resources -vmre 
required to supplemen~ its direct sensory perception o:~ the 
situation. When all the experiemnts -- the sorting and modified 
memory -- are arranged together in a series 11 ••• and ranked in 
order from those providing most to those pPoviding leaBt 
situational support, ••• LtheyJ indicate that the temporal 
patterns of the conceptual achievements varied ••• ~~tl~ the 
amount of situational support pl"'ovided and direct perceptual 
engagement perrrdtted, and independently of the kinds of -
motor reactions required. 
The data from the sorting experiments require a.n mnendment 
to . a' previously proposed supplementary hypothesis. In t hat 
hypothesis, the order of achievement characteristic of the 
modified memoPy experiments was said to approximate chance 
as situational support became increasingly abundant. D1 the 
sorting experim~ts, however, this order did not mere~r 
disappear into a chance distribution Hhen situational support 
-vms abundant. Instead, it was replaced by sequences which 
varied consistently with variat~ons in the sorted materials, 
in a manner indicating that they were determined chiefly by 
situational factors. Thus the two sets of experiments, taken 
• 
together, extend through a region of psychological activity 
-e 
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) 
'l..Jithin which the organism makes a transition from a klnd of 
behavior in which the weiGhtier determinants are attributable 
to situational factors, to a kind in which the capacities oi' 
the organism are indicated as the major determinantsu. (pp.36-37) 
, As a supplement, one of the sorting experiments 1tJas 
performed on youngsters in elementary school rather thar.. the 
usual college subjects. These subjects worked more slowly and 
'l.·li th greater difficulty than the older ones~ It was difficult 
f or them to follow directions and to disregard previous sortings 
in the ones that follmfed. However, in the end, the res1.:~lts 
'!.·Jere essentially the same as those produced by the collE:ge 
students. 
\ 
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Edna Heidbreder, :: The .f\~ttainmont of Concepts: VIII Th e 
Conceptualization of Verbally L"'ldicated Instances", J ournal 
of Psycholog~, (1949), 27:263-309. 
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This paper is chiefly concerned with two experlmen.ts in 
which the subjects attained concepts by reacting to verbal 
phrases instead of dra1r1ings., Thus they Here provided. ld. th 
instances of the concept represented symbolically instead of 
perceptually. The experiments attempt to answer the question: 
11 As conditions become increasingly unfavorable to the direct 
involvement of perceptual processes, as successful performance 
bec.omes increasingly dependent on the organisms own supplementary 
and constructive contributions, are concepts attained in an 
order indicating still other determinants of conceptual 
behavior?" (p.264) 
Experiment X followed exactly the pattern of the modified 
memol'Y experiments except for the use of typed verbal phrases 
as experimental materials. The other, Experiment Sx, used 
these same verbal phrases in a card sorting technique. Each 
experiment called for the attainment of nine concepts: three 
'\ 
concepts of concrete objects, three of spacial forms and three 
of numbers. The concepts themselves were never named directly 
in the phrases used. Thus for the concept bird, a phrase such 
' -
as 11 A swift strong eagle 11 or 11 An old blinking owl11 were used. 
The concept three was expressed, for example, as 11 A scream, 
then another, and another 11 or 11 Two· small bottles and a large 
one 11 • 
" In Experiment X, ~Joncepts of concrete objects wE1re 
atta ined first, concepts of numbers next, and concepts of 
spatial forms last. This order ivas statistically well Elstab-
~.4 ;~ 
lished in general direction, but the concepts in one c::Ltegory 
Here not as a rule separated from those in adjacent categories 
by statistically significant differences in measures of 
attainment ••• •LThusJ the concepts were attained in s.n order 
not positively correlated with the degree of thing-chai'acter 
attributable to the cri:bical features of their instances. 
Instead, the obtained order was positively correlated 1-:·i th the 
degree of efficiency with which verbal phrases perfo:rme:d their 
s emantic function -- specifically with the explici te:~E:. v.ri th 
Hhich they referred to critical features and with tht9 dJ.rective 
character of thei!r syntactic forms 11 • (p.J06) 
Both the first correct anticipations and the final 
attainment of the concept was slower in Experiment X tban in 
the previous modified memory experiments. Also, the successive 
stages of conceptualization did not fall into the regula:r• patterns 
noted in thn previous experiments. The def~nitions of concepts 
vrhich the subjects were t-.equired to give at the end of the 
experiment, confirmed the previous observation. 1hey also 
indicated the 11 ••• influence of•perceptual modes of reaction: 
(a) the occasional e~ergence of responses, contrary t o habit 
and convention, to the perceptual characteristics of the 
presented phrases as visual forms; (b) successive reactions 
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) 
determined by successively less thing-like features of 
symbolica lly indicated instances taken as concrete objects; 
(c) evidences of the influences of a speci.al atmosphere 
created by perceptual and partially perceptual charac:te:ristics 
of the experimental materials, especially by the fact that the 
presented items were verbal phrases rather than single l.vords 11 • 
(p.J06) 
The order of conceptualization obtained in the sort ing 
experiment, Sx, ·v.ras the same as that for Experiment X. ~rhus 
there was not the same alteration of sequence which, in the 
experiments on sorting drawings, 11 ••• were attributed to increased 
situational support which, in the general condit i ons of all the 
sorting experiments, permitted increased perceptual participatlon 
in the performance of conceptual tasks. This fact was taken as 
indicating that the symbolic character of the verbal pru~ases 
set limits beyond which perceptual participation could not 
become effective 11 • (p.J07) 
In the sorting technique the conceptual tasks were 
\ 
performed more quickly and more easily than in Experiment X. 
The observed behavior of the subjects confirmed the suceessive 
stages dur•ing conceptualization, inferred from the definitions 
in Exper-iment X. 
These experiments indicate 11 ••• a limit in the direotion 
of decreasi'lg situational support and•decreasing perceptual 
participation, beyond which conceptual achievements did not 
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occur in an order positivcyly correlated with degrees of thing-
ch aracter attributable to the critical features of the relevant 
instances. Together with previously reported data indicating 
a limit in the oppos ite direction, they delimit a. range of 
conceptual activities within which concepts were regularly 
attained in a.n order statable in terms of that correlation . 
On the basis of this delimitation, it is possible to attribute 
the major determinants of the regularities obtained within the 
specified limits, to factors in the organism rather than in 
the external situation, and to activities which are to some 
extent directly perceptual, rather than symbolic 11 • (p .• J08) 
"The data from the experiments reported so far may be 
sunrraarized as follows. They show a general trend indicating 
that conceptual achievements occurred more or less readily as 
more or less situational support was provided for effective 
perceptual participation in the performance of conceptu~l tasks. 
But they also show that within the range of activity ~or which 
direct situations.+ support was pr ovided, the readiest conceptual 
achievements, especially when the organism was to a considerable 
extent thrown upon its own resotWes, were not those for which 
siDuationa l support was maximal, Qut those which required the 
slightest departure from the kin~ of activity involved in 
perceiving concrete objects. The data indicate, too, that 
beyond this range -- i.e. in conditions in which instances 
' were indicated verbally and symbolically -- concepts were 
at tained in an order determined chiefly by the semantic 
efficiency of the verbal tools 11 • (p.308) 
\ 
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Priscilla E ~ Dattme.n ancbHarold E. Isr-ael, "The Order o { 
Dominance .fu11ong Conceptua l Capacit ies : An Experimental Test 
of Heidbre der 1 s Hypothesis", Journal of Psychology , (1951), 
31 :1~.7-160. 
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This paper " ••• proposes to explore the possibility that the 
regu.lar order of difficulty which Heidbreder obtaine d vras the 
result of inequalities in the perceptual effectiveness of the 
instances provided by her materials". (p.l47) Two exper·iments, 
similar to the modified memory experiments used by Reid.breder, 
were performed on twenty college students. The same categories 
Here used, :.e. concepts of objects, forms and numbers. 
Heidbrederrs original concepts were repeated except that two 
new forms were substituted for two of hers. In Experiment I, 
all the instances of the concept were presented in a clear and 
direct manner similar t~hose illustrating the concepts of 
objects used by Heidbreder. In Experiment II, the .instances 
are complex drawings similar to those used by Heidbreder as 
instances of forms and numbers. Titus an attempt v-ms made 11 to 
supply equivalent perceptual instances uniformly over the three 
categories". (p.J69) 
Using this method the order among categories as Heidbreder 
described them disappeared. 11 From these results it is argued 
that the ease or difficulty with which adults acquire concepts 
can be accounted for in accordance with a single broad 
principle. This principle holds that the relative ease with 
which concepts are attained is directly dependent upon the 
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degree of perceptual eff~ctiveness with which the instEUlces 
serve to present the features to be conceptualized. He~dbreder's 
additional hypothesis concerning a hierarchy of dominance 
a.mong the capacities of the organism is considered urmecessary 11 • 
(p.l59) 
Edna Heidb.~.·eder, 11 Expemments by Dat.tma.n and Israel on 
the Attainment of Concepts 11 , Journal of Psychology, (1952), 
34:115-136. 
This paper is presented to show 11 ••• that Da:ttman and 
Israel have not made their case 11 • (p.l35) It attempts to 
11 
answer the question: 11 Do these results show that the order 
of dominance proposed in my hypothesis is unnecessary as an 
explanation of the results of my experiments? Dattman and 
Israel have not only maintained that they do, but they have 
proposed in addition a single broad principle, according to 
which the results of my experiments can be explained in all 
cases in terms of the t perceptual effectiveness ' --which 
they treat as critically determined situationally -- of the 
experimental materials by which instances of concepts are 
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indicated. The position taken in the present paper is that their 
claims are not justified, part l y because they have misinter-
preted my hypothesis and experiments, partly because their 
experiments are unsuitable to the testing of the hypothesized 
order of dominance, .and partly because they have not succeded 
\ 
in interpreting the results of my studies in terms of their 
single, broad principle 11 • (p.l35) 
1/ A.R.B. p.38. 
Lj.l 
David A. Grant:, Omer R. Sone s and Billie Tallan t is , 11 ~fue 
Rela tive Difficulty of the Number, Form and Colol'' Concepts 
of a Heiel- type Problem 11 , Jour na l of Experimental Psyeholog:z:, (1949), 39:552-557. 
11 The purpose of this investigation was to determlne the 
re l a tive difficulty of the three sorting categories, cc>lor, 
number and form, of the (WCST) Wisconsin Card So:bting Test 11 .( • .5.52) 
The relative difficulty of attaining concepts of color~ form 
11 
and number have been studied by Heidbreder and it is felt that 
her hypothesis should apply to this sort of test. Thus the form 
category should be the easiest and the number category the 
most difficult. 
College students were used as subjects. Four boxes were 
placed in front of them each marked with a stimulus card i.e. 
one red triangle, two green s t ars, three yellow crosses and 
four blue circles. The subj e c t was given 64 other . cards Hhich 
could be sorted according to form, color or number. The subject 
was told to sort cards and afte r each attempt the examiner said 
11 right 11 or 11 wrong 11 , from which the subject was to get his 
cues. After 10 cbrrect responses, the examiner shifted to a 
different sorting method as from forra to color, etc. 
11 The results of this experiment showed that the subjects 
were able to sort selectively for number most easily and for 
form next most easily while sorting for color was most. difficult. 
The only scores on which the differences between sorting 
1/ A.R.B. pp. 5-37. 
categories were statistiqally significant, however, weJ~ the 
total correct responses and the perseverative errors ort the 
succeeding category. In other 1r1ords, it required less rein-
forcement to acquire the number-sorting response ~nn_ ----~ once 
learned, the response of sorting for number tended to perseverate 
more than the form and color sorting responses". (p.55S) Thus 
the findings of this experiment seem to disagree with those 
of Heidbreder:, but in Part V and VI, she attempts to explain 
why this disagr·eement may be only supei•ficial. Neither the -
subject's task nor the concepts are the same. The mos t obvious 
difference comes in the number concepts. The WCST numbHrs are 
restricted to a certain configuration whereas the Heidbreder 
numbers arE. not. Thus configuration or form could be uaed for 
sorting. Also the one, tlvo, three, four arrangemnt madE~ numbe!• 
sorting easier. 
It should be noted 11 ••• that in the WCST each sorting category 
is learned separately, and the S must spontaneously shift his 
mode of response after each category is learned. In Heidbreder's 
concept-formation experiments the different modes of responses 
are built up simultaneously, and the shifts occur on each 
response. It is quite possible that the WCST accentuates 
difficulties due to perseveration, and if, as appears likely, 
the number responses are perseverated more than the form or 
color responses, the difference in findings may arise in part 
from that fact". (p.556) 
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David A. Grant, 11 Percep t.,u a l Versus Analyt ical Respons es to 
the Numbe r Concept of a \<leigl-type Card Sorting Test 11 , Journal 
of Experimental Psychology,(l951), 41:23-29. 
11 The problem of the present study was to compa:re sorting 
for number when the stimulus configuration was constant for 
each numbe r with sorting for number when the stinmlus confi-
gura tion was not constant for each number 11 • (p. 23) 1rhe 
experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that the 
conventional and configurational supports described :in a 19L!-9 
v 
article " ••• would materially increase the ease of m:un.ber 
sorting in an abstraction situation such as that pro'llided by 
The subjects were again college students. The p:rocedure 
was similar to that previously described except that tw·o types 
of cards '~:Je re used -- one set had systematic configu:t:>ations 
of numbers (S) and one set had random coni'igurati6n of numbers 
(U). The stimulus cards ~-;ere arranged as the standard (S) one, 
two, three, four in one case or as the unsys terna tic (U) v.ray --
11 
••• three yellm.; crosses, one red triangle, four blu1e circles 
., 
and two green stars 11 • (p.24) 
11 The findings of the present study are clear. Sorting 
for number when the configuration of the forms varied from card 
to card was more difficult than sorting for number when the 
coni'iguration was constant. Apparently this difference in 
difficulty ~-;as most import ant when S:!! ,.;ere first confronted y A.R.B. p.4f. 
Hith number sorting •••• 'JJransfer to sorting U-cards .from 
s orting S-cards Has harder than the reverse. The ver·bal reports 
shm...red that over one-third of the Ss made use of the cc·nstant 
configurations Hhen that was possible. They apparently responded 
perceptually rather ..:!(han analytically when they had the 
opportunity. 
The first implication of these results is that a repetitic)n y 
of the previous experiment on the relative difficult~f the 
number, form, and color concepts of the WCST using u .. response 
cards might result in a changed order of difficulty. lvith the 
configurational aspects of the number concept removed, results 
more like those of Heidbreder should be obtained in spite of 
differences in procedure bet1...reen the WCST and Heidbreder r s 
'modified memory' and sorting experiments. 
The broader implication of the results lies ~n their support 
of Heidbreder r s hypothesis that Ss respond perceptually more 
1:'eadily than analytically in abstraction situations 11 ., (pp.28-29) 
y A.R.B. p.4f. 
David A. Grant and Joan Ferris Curran, 11 Relative Di.f'f:Lculty 
of Number, Form, and Color Concepts of a Heigl-type Problem. 
Using Unsystematic Numbe1" Cards 11 , Journal of Experirr.~t;al 
Psychology , ( l9.52), 43 :408-4l3. 
1.~.5 
11 The .relative difficulty of sorting f'or color, form, and 
number was investigated in a weigl-type card sorting pl:>oblem. y 
The experiment essentially repeated an earlier study except 
that in the present study the constancy of the spati.al 
chapacteristics of the number concept in the earlier study was 
reduced so that the number concept Has relatively a pm:-er 
numerical concept. The results and conclusions -v:ere as follows: 
1. Sorting for color was more difficult over all than 
sorting for number and form. Number and form appear to be 
about equally difficult as indicated by the scores of tota!h 
correct, perseverative errors , and non-perse:verated erPors. 
2. Number sorting was mos t difficult at the ear·liest 
stage of the experiment but became progressively easieJ> in 
the later.: stages. This is in agreement with the findings of 
Heidbreder. 
3. Number s'tlrting was distinguished by marked per~; ev·era ti.on 
as compared with the other abstract responses, partic:u:_arly in 
the later stages of the AY"nt:::r.~; mAY'I +. --"".I:::'- ............... - .......... 
This perseveration of numbe~ sorting indicates thE: complexity 
of the abstraction process and of'fers a tool for experj~ental 
analysis of abstract behavior 11 • (pp.412-413) 
y A.R.B. p. 4f. 
) 
13ernice 11. Wenzel and Christine Flurry, 11 The Sequential Order 
of Concept A ttaiment 11 11 Journal of Experimental Psychol.ogy, (1948), 38:547-557. 
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11 An experiment was peri'ormed to test Heidbreder's finding 
that concepts are formed in a definite order -- concrete 
objects first, spatial forms next, and numbers last. In 
addition, a test was made of tHo possible explanations for the 
delayed attainment of the concept t triangle 1 in a preliminary 
experiment. The first reason suggested 1vas that forms which 
can be broken up readily into a 1number of sides' may be 
perceived more as numbers than as forms. Tne other was that 
goodness-of-form favors early attainment while a relative 
lack of it delays attainment. The experimental conditions 
Here sorae·Hhat different from those investigations prev:tously 
reporting this order. Six concepts were to be formed,J two in 
each of the categories mentioned above. The Ss were shoHn 
line drawings representing various aspects of each con.:~ept. 
The concept 'leaf', for example 3 was represented by pictures of 
many different kinds of leaves and many different conditions. 
Each concept was named by a nonsense syllable. 
The anticipation method of learning was used. A draw.ing was 
exposed, by means of an exposive,device, for th~ee sec. 
The Ss were instructed that they were to apply each syllable 
to a certain type of' picture. Thus, they Here set to form 
' 
concepts rather than merely to learn names. There were two 
sets of six concepts each. A set consisted of 18 series of 
six draHings each, representing the individual concepts. No 
draHing was shown twice. All Ss formed the six concepts within 
"<::: 
the limit of 18 series. The criterion for attainment was 
correct definition of the concept in addition to correct naming 
or use. E recorded for each drawing the syllable anticipated 
by S and his reason. Twenty college women were Ss for each 
set. 
Results consist of the nuraber of the series in which ths 
concepts were defined correctly. When the individual Sst 
results Here averaged for each of the concepts it was :found 
that the predicted order was correct. All of the concepts of 
concrete objects were formed earlier than those of spatial 
forr~, while the latter were formed earlier than those of 
numbers. All of the inter-category differences v.re:r:e significant 
at the .01 level and only two of the 18 inter-category 
differences reached significance at the .05 level. The folloHing 
conclusions are justified: 
1. The r~sults revealed the same general tendency as 
other experiments in regard to the sequence of attainment of 
the three types of concepts tested. Concepts of concrete 
objects were attained first, spatial forms next, and mxmbers 
last, forming threeeclearcut categories. 
2. There ·v.rere slight differences in the order r:>f 
attainment of individual concepts within a given type, but 
these differences vrere not statistically significant for the 
nLunber of Ss used except in two cases when there were significant 
diffe~nces betweenconcepts of concrete objects. Th:Ls finding 
is in support of Heidbreder's statement that the order is 
continuous rather than one of discrete steps. ••• 
4. ~~ere is no evidence that goodness-of-for.m facilitates 
early formation of a concept, since the concept 1arch 1 was 
not formed significantly earlier than that of 'jagged line'. 
6. Among the college students studied, there are 
individual differences in number of trials required tc learn 
each concept, and a few differences in the order in Hl:.:Lch the 
types of concepts are attained". (pp.555-557) 
• • • 
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Homer B. Reed, 11 Factors ,Influencing the Learning and Retention 
of Conc epts. I. The Inluence of Set 11 , Jour•nal of Experimental 
Psychology, {1946), 36:71-87. 
\ 
Concept is defined u ••• as any word or idea that stands 
for any one of a group of things 11 • {p.74) The problem of this 
experiment ~o-1as to discover the influence of set on the learning 
and retention of concepts. 11 The materials used consisted of 
42 cards, each of which had four unrelated English words on 
the face and a nonsense syllable, each of which represented a 
logical category to which one of the words on the face of the 
card belonged. The student's task was to learn the namo of 
each card, and was finished when he reached his first e:r>rorless 
trial in naming the 42 cards. 
The procedure involved the presentation of these eards 
at the rate of one every seven seconds and the prompting of 
the S when he failed to name the card within three· seconds. A 
record 1.-1as made of the number of pl"omptings required to learn 
each card, of the S 1 s observations, of his process of' learningJ, 
and the concept he formed for each syllable. 
\ 
Fifty-one college students divided into two groupe. sel"Ved 
as Ss. One group 'lrTaS instructed to learn only the na.rn.e::. of the 
cards and the other to learn both names and meanings. The ch! ie:f 
results are as follows: 
1. A set to learn meanings as well as names yie l ds a 
much higher rate of learning and degr~e of retention t!uLn a set 
to learn names only. 
2. Concepts logioa lly formed are learned more quickly 
and better remembered than those illogically formed. { 
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3. The differential rate between learning and retaining 
consistent and inconsistent concep t s is greater between 
different se t s than Hithin the same set. 
4. The curve of retention for conceptualized nonsense 
syllables falls ail1ost imperceptibly and contrasts sharply 
\·ri th the curve for nonsense syllables which falls precipitously. 
Reasons for this divergence are found in differences in retro-
active inhibition, meaning and motivation .. 
5. A set to learn names and their meanings y :ields a 
much higher number of logical concepts than a set to l ·earn 
names only. 
6. The aforementioned quantitativ~ results ~~y be 
understood in terms of the difference~n processe~ used to 
reach the goals. Ss instructed to learn names and thei:r meaning 
search much more frequently for logical relationships than do 
those instructed to learn names only 11 • (p .. 86) 
\ 
, ......... 
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Homer B. Reed, 11 The Lear1U ng and Retention of Concepts.. II The 
Influence of Length of Series. III The Origin of Concepts 11 , 
Joul~nal of Experimental Psy chology :i(l946), 36:166-179. 
11 In this paper two general problems are reported upon: 
.1) the influence of length of series on the learning and 
retention of concepts and (2) the origin of concepts. The materials 
consisted of three seri~s of cards, one of 24, one of 42, and 
one of 60. One of six nonsense syllables appeared irregularly 
on the back of each card while on the face were printed four 
English Hords, one of Hhich belonged to a logical gr·oup 
represented by the syllable. The S•s task was to discover this 
logical group and name each card correctly as the cards were 
-- -------.1--....:l -""- .1-, ... _ --..1-- -+- ---- ------- .... ,...,_ ...... __ ___ ,.,_.,....,~1""1 l:l-~ +1.-.1':\ IJ.L•t;:::;t:l.l.vt;;U til. vl.I.O .L·C:lvO UJ. U.L.I.O vVvJ.";j i:lvVO.L.I. i:lOvVJ..LU..o;>e · · v·· V.I.J.V 
solution of the first :problem, a total of 72 Ss were used, and 
for the solution of the second problem, a total of 99 subjects. 
The principal conclusions derived from the results are the 
follovling: 
1. Hi thin the limits of this expel""iment, the amount of 
work required to master a long series is relatively less, but 
'\ 
absolutely greater than for a short series. For inconsistent 
concepts there is a straight line relationship between the 
amount o.f' work and the length of the series. For cons:Lstent 
concepts this is true only up to a certain point beyond which 
an increase in length of series does not appear to inc:rease 
significantly the amount of work. 
Bo ston University 
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2. The percentaglf of cons is tent concepts for·med 
increases directly with the number of different situat:Lon s in 
Hhich concepts appear. 
,, 
3. There appearfto be no consistent relations hip 
be"b..;een the retention of concepts and the length of series. 
4. ~ne retention of incorrect concepts increase s cmnsis-
tently with the leneth of series. 
5. General factors that influence the origin o:f concepts 
are effort to learn, generalization, knowledge of success, and 
motivation or the requirements of the task. 
6. The amount of effort required varies immensely from 
one individual to another . 
7. Specific factor s t ha t influence the formation of 
consistent concepts are set, frequency of key words, tendency 
to generalize, identical elements between syllables and concept 
words, contiquity between a syllable and a key word, reflection 
after learning, and a combination of several of these sometimes 
with passive but more often with active observation. 
8. Spec~ic factors th~t i nfluence the formation of 
inconsistent concepts are about the same, but importan,:t 
determiners of illogical concepts are primacy of contiguous 
factors or position habits , rece~cy of contiguous factors based 
on identical sensory elements be~Ieen syllables and content 
words , failure to generalize, and perseveration. 
The difference in the determiners of consistent and 
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inconsistent concepts lie!:! in the form of each. Conslst1~ncy 
concep ts are favored by set dil~ected toward group classification, 
focalized generalizations identical elements based on meaning 
or group relationships, and contiguity and frequency as they 
relate to a given logical group. Inconsistent concepts are 
favored by a general rather than a specific set, undirected 
generalization, identical perceptual elements, primacy of 
contiguous factors and their recency 11 • (pp.l78-179) 
Homer B. Reed, 11 The Learli ing and Retention of Concepts .. IV 
The Influence of the Complexity of the Stimuli 11 , Journal of 
Experimental Psycholog1_, (19L,.6), 36: 252-261. 
11 The problems of this investigation 1-vere to find the 
relation of the complexity of the stimuli to (1) the effort 
required to learn and relearn concepts, (2) the difference in 
effort required to learn and relearn consistent and inconsistent 
concepts, (3) the rate of forgetting concepts, (4.) the percent 
of consistent concepts acquired, and (5) the kinds of erroneous 
concepts formed and their distribution. Forty-tHo cards havil-:-1g 
a nonsense syllable on the back and English words on the front, 
one of which belonged to a category represented by the syllable, 
were presented to the S, whose task was to learn the names of 
the cards and discover the categories for which the syllables 
stood. Four degrees of complexity Here used which 1.-vere effected 
by (1) varying the number of English words on the cards, and 
(2) by introducing confusing concepts having different amounts 
of support. The principal conclusions reached are the 
f.'ollmdng: 
\ 
1. The amount of effort required to form concepts varies 
directly with the complexity of the stimuli from which they are 
de~ived. This is true for both learning and relearning, but 
the rate of increase in effort from one degree of' compl·exi ty 
to the next is less in relearning than in learning. 
2. Consistent concepts as a rule require less effort 
to learn than inconsistent ones, but there is a trend in favor 
--~--- -~---~--~----------~-------
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of a decrease in the amoUnt of the difference when the 
complexity of the stimuli i s increased. 
3. There is a slight inverse relation between the 
amount of retention of concepts and the degree of complexity 
of the stimuli from which they are derived. 
4-· The percent of correct or cons is tent concepts formed 
decreases very rapidly as the complexity of the s timul:~ :is 
increased, and this is accompanied by a comparable rate of increase 
in the number of incorrect or inconsistent concepts. These are 
the most striking effects of the complexity of the stirn.uli, and 
they indicate that if the formation of the correct coneept is 
the goal of the learning process, careful attention must be 
given to complexity or si.t"l1plicity of the material. 
5. Complexity of stimuli has important effects on the 
kind and distribution of errors. Introducing conf:using or 
conflicting concepts leads to the formation of concepts with 
LOUble and multiple meanings. As the complexity of the stimuli 
is increased there is a definite trend to shift from logical 
to illogical le~rning, or to base concepts on such factors as 
the primacy, frequency and s ensory similarity of contiguous 
stimuli. A direct relationship was found between the frequency 
of the occurence of concepts anu the number of instances 
supporting them11 • (pp. 260-261) 
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.nomer B. Reed, 11 The Lea r-p.ing and Retention of Concepts . V., 
T:'1.e Influence of Form of Presentation 11 , Journal of Expe:r- i mental 
Psychology, (1950), 40:504-511. · -
11 The problem of this investigation was to find out to 
Hha t extent the learning and retention of concepts was a 
function of the form of presentation in relation to t.he length 
of se ries. The mater-ials used were cards each of which had four 
unrelated words on the front and nonsense syllables on the back. 
One of the words belonged to a category for Hhich the nonsense 
syllable was a symbol. The subjectts task was to learn the name 
of the card ahd its meaning. In the serial presentation the 
ca rds Here shm-In at the rate of one every seven sec. and the 
subject lea rned them by the promp ting method. In the sinmltaneous 
presentation the lines of Hords instead of appearing on separate 
cards 1•Tere typed on one page headed by the proper non:ser.;se 
syllable o The lea rning effort was me asured by the number· of 
promptings per co:ncept re q_ui red t o name all the cards correctly 
in one trial •••• 
~ne cor clusions reached may be stated as follows: 
'\ 
1. The economy of the two methods of presenta tion depended 
upon the length of the series, but for ea ch length i nvesti.gated 
24 cards, 42 cards and 60 cards -- the simultaneous method 
req_uired more effort than the serial. It was significantly larger 
for the short series, but the difference between the two methods 
rapidly approached zero as the length ~f the series was increased. 
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2. The ratio of bhe amount of work required to reach 
the criterion to the length of the series was different for 
the tlvo modes of presentation. For the serial presentation the 
a.t'11ount of Hor~aried directly as the length of the series, 
but for the simultaneous the amount of woJ:>k per concept was 
much grea ter for short series than for long series. After a 
certain length of series the amount of -vwrk appeared n:Jt to 
change ltl ith the length of the series. 
3. The effect of the form of presentation upon the 
a ccuracy of the concepts depended upon the lengths of the 
series. For shoPt series the percentage of correct concepts was 
less than half as great as for long series, but this difference 
rapidly approached zero as the length of the series lrJ'aS 
increased11 • (pp .'510-'511) 
\ 
James Cannon Dixon, 11 Corkel) t Format ion and Emergence of 
Contr·adic tory Hela tions :r, Journal of Experimental Ps ychology , 
(1949), 39:1L:l~-149. 
tt The problem was to determine whether the preschool 
child , upon demonstrating a functional use of the concepts 
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big and little, would shovT at the st::o'Etle time a behavioJ:oal recog-
nition of the contradiction when these tHo concepts are employed 
in a contradictory relation, i.e., whether this behavior 
emerged as an aspect of concept formation or as a late::-
development. 
Behavioral recognition was defined as behavioral J?eaction 
to the contradictopy relation as an unexpected event., Ability 
of the child to use the concepts vras determined by requiring 
size discrimination bet\-Jeen pairs of geometrical figures. The 
contradictory situation vJas one pair of these figures, the ring-
segments illusion which, upon reversal of position, renults in 
the apparently larger segment becoming apparently smal ler. 
Thus, a present perception is elicited which contradicts the 
child ts immediat~ly preceding perception e.nd expressed judgment .• 
. t 
It Has found that when the children demonstrated a 
functional use of the concepts employed, they also reacted to 
the contradictory relation posed by the rlng segment~; illusion 
' 
in over 90 percent of the cases. This finding was alao reciproeal, 
i.e., when they did not show a functional use of the concepts, 
they did not react to the illusion. dn the basis of this 
---------~-------~~·--~--~.:---1~--- - ------
evidence, it was sugges t0 d in ag1~eement Hi th Sp earman that 
re l a t i ons are es s ential a spects of conceptsll. (p. l 4 9) 
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Leonai'd Oseas and Benton J~ Underwood , 11 Studies of Distributed 
Pra c t ice: V" Learning and Retention of Conceiys 11 , .Journal of 
E.·:q?eriment?-:L Psychology, ( 1952), L~3: 143-lL~S • .:!:f . 
!) 
11 To extend the empirical generalizations concerning the 
influence of distributed practice, simple concepts vJere learned 
with four different inter-trial rests; namely, 6 , 15,30, and 
60 sec. The stirrruli were three different geometrical forms of 
three sizes and three shades. Size and shade were relevant 
dimensions, form irrelevant. Nine concepts were learned, 
each being a different combination of size and shade. Single 
l e tters s erved as concept i ndicators. Four groups of 18 Ss 
-v1ere use d , a different group for each of the above four 
conditions. Retention was measured 24hrs. after learning. 
Tne results show: 
1. Distributed conditions ( 15, 30, or 60 sec. between 
each trial) produced faster learning than did the i~ssed 
conc1i tion ( 6 sec. ) • The differences were small but cons is tent 
throughout the course of learning. 
2. Retention did not vary as a function of inte:I'-tl"ial 
\ 
interval during learning, being very high under all -conditions. 
3. Concepts based on small and large geometrical forms 
vre re learned more rapidly than those based on medium si:l~ed 
figures. An analysis of the errors made during learning 
showed this finding to be expected on the basis of stirr~tlus 
y Tnis article is one of a series written by Oseas et al. 
The rest of the series is only indirectly related to concept 
formation and is th~refore not included here. 
i 
J 
gen eralization. 
~ne resu~s produced by distributed pra ctice in concept 
learning were shown to be consistent with findings of the 
influence of this variable on rote learning. The descriptive 
differences between rote learning and concept learning may 
not reflect fundamentally different processes 11 • (p.l48) 
\ 
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Arnold H, buss, 11 A Study of Concept Formation as a Function 
of Re inforcement and Stimulus Generalization11 , Journal of 
Experimental Psychology, (195.0), 40:494-503. 
11 P...n experiment on concept formation was performed in 
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order to compare the ei'fectiveness with which two interpretations 
Hould handle the data. In traditional terms the purpqse of 
the experiment was to study concept formation as a function of 
(1) the proportion of positive and negative instances in the 
learning series ; and ( 2) properties of the te s t s tirrmli. In 
learning terms the purpose was to discover the i'unctional 
relationship between the tendency to make a particular response 
to stimuli with certain properties and the number of reinfor ce-
ments of the response in the presence of these stimuli. The 
stimuli Here blocks which varied in height, color and surface 
area; the top and bottom surfaces were triangular. There Here 
five learning series, each having a different proportion of 
tall blocks (positive instances) and short blocks (negative 
instances). The . subjects, 100 college students of both sexes, 
were divided into five groups of 20 each. Each group had one 
"\, 
of the five learning series followed by a criterion series 
vJhich was the same for all groups. The blocks -vJere presented 
singly for five seconds, and the subjects released one of tHo 
telegraph keys to indicate his choice. The subject was told 
11 Right 11 or nwrong 11 after each response of the learning series. 
Tr.e number 1 correct 1 and the frequeney and latency of responses 
~--··· 
Here recorded., 
The results indicated that the number of 1correct t is 
as much a f'unction of the kind of blocks in the criter::_on 
series as of the proportion of positive and negative irwtances 
in the learning series •. The frequency and latency meast !rl:3S were 
found to be functionally related to (1) reinforcement c1f a 
particular response in the presence of tall blocks; (2 } 
nonreinforcement of this response in the presence of stimuli 
other than tall blocks; and (3) certain stimulus properties. 
An account of the experiment in learning terms was proposed, 
and certain advantages that might result from further applications 
of learning theory to the study of conceptuai behavior were 
mentioned 11 • (p.502) 
\ 
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Edward i:J .. Vinacke, 11 The) I nvestigation of Concept Formation", 
Psychological &1lletin, (1951)~ 48:1-31. 
In the ~..rords of the author, n ••• the purpose of this 
article !:"isJ to review the reasearch pertaining to concept 
formation towards the end of suggesting a broader basis for 
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understanding it than has ordinarily been evident in experimental 
studies 11 • (.,.... 1\ 1...,-~ \l-' •-'- J .... v ... - this pux•pos e, he divides the paper into the 
following sections: 
(s) The characteristics of concepts 
(b) The process (or processes) whereby an indj_·ilidual 
forms concepts 
(c) Methodology of experiments on concept forrr.~.a. tion-
(d) A reviev.r of experimental results with children and 
adults 
There is a short discussion of the work of the various investi-
ga tors in t.ais field, followed by a lsiting olft the points 
which the author feels need to be considered in furtheJ~ study. 
These are: 
ttl. The 'first is the distinction often mentioned ••• 
bet1veen child and adult concept formation. The development 
of conceptualizing as a general function merits special 
attention .. 
2. ~~e second point is the surprising paucity of 
methods which have been employed to investigate the problems 
• 
of concept-formation. The me thodology, therefore, should be 
I 
'• 
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extended and elaborated. 
J. The third point is the need to recognize more 
clem~ly than has been the case heretofore that concepts h ave 
intei'nal and organizational characteristics as \-Jell as those 
objectively definable in terms of the external (e.g.,ve;:-bal) 
behavior of the individual. 
4. Finally, most investi·gators have concerned themselves 
on ly with very limited aspects of concept formation, so that 
research on a wider scale is needed along wi:Dh conceptus.l 
integration of all the varied facts ••• 11 (p.28) 
\ 
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Me lvin Ro Marks and Charl'e s K. Ram.ond, 11 A New Te chnique for 
Observing Concept Evoca tion 11 , Journal of Experim.enta __ :~sycholog;y_, 
( 19 51), L12: L~24-429. 
11 A task which involved the formation of a comple:&: s ize-
position concept as the basis for sorting a set of cards into 
exclusive and consistent categories was presented to 152 Ss. 
lia lf of the Ss served in a rreal-lifer (RL) situation, so 
characterized because the task was Ss mm -- no other person · 
·Has mentioned in coru.1.ection with the task. The other h:.:.lf 
served in a rtextbookt (TB) situation in the sense that the 
task Has one of helping a desc r ibed fictitious person Hho had 
been placed in a situation identical with that of the HL group., 
A total of 10 min. of activity was allowed each S~ alti1ough 
some vJere successful in a shor·ter period, and some rel:~nquished 
the task Hithout attempting solution. Behavior was quantified 
in terms of concept-vocalization rate according to pre .• set 
criteria , and records of incidence and kinds of solutions werEl 
kept. 
'.rli thin the \limits of the definitions and situations of this 
study, the follmving conclusions appear to be justified. 
1. The T'B group produced significantly more solutions 
(correct sortings) than the RL group and produced conc•3pts 
• 
at a significantly higher rate(mean vocalizations per lOOaec.). 
2. Solvers produced concepts at a significantly higher 
rate than non-solvers. 
1 
I 
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J. Solutions and concept-evocation rate are positively 
) 
and highly related. 
4. The order and frequency of vocalization of part i cu lar 
concepts are similar for the RL and TB groups 11 • (pp.L~28-429) 
\ 
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Robert So Davidon, 11 Tl1.e Effect of Symbols, Shift..? and 
t·b nipula tion Upon the Number o.f Concepts Attained 11 , Journa l 
of Experimental Psychology, (19.52), 44:70-79. 
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11 The aim of the experiment was to determine the quantita-
tive effects of the level of abstraction of syr.1bols, of shift 
and of manipulation upon the efficiency of concept attainment. 
The measure employed was the number of separate concepts attained 
by S. An analysis also was made of the specific concepts attained 
under each experimental condition. 
Four sets of symbols which represented the :same: group 
of familiar objects at different levels of abstraction Here 
used. These were photographs, line drawings, 1long nmmes', and 
' shot names'. The symbols in each set were presented simultaneously 
and no memorizing was involved. Possible proactive inhibitory 
effects of a shift in conceptual organization were investigated 
by requiring some Ss first to label each column of five objects, 
and then to perform the main task -- to find as many separate 
groups of three objects as they could. Finally, some Ss were 
permitted to manifulate the cards with the symbols, i.e. to 
change their spatial relationships and to isolate completed 
groups. 
Hi th a sample of 128 college students it was fou.nc. that: 
' 
1. The Ss attained more separate concepts with pictures 
of common objects than they did with the 1 long names' c,f these 
objects. 
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2. They attained, a greater number of concepts with 
:short names' than they did with the longer, more specific 
names. This result contradicted the hypothesis that the 
lowe1~ i s the level of abstra ction of the symbols to be grouped, 
the more concepts an individual 1..;ill generally attain. 
3. There is no evidence that an enforced initial shift 
in conceptual organization had a quantitative effect upon the 
efficiency of conceptualizing. 
4. More concepts -r,,;ere attained Hhen manipulation l..J'as 
permitted than Hhen Ss did not move the symbols. 
5 The Ss tended to f orm different types of syra0ols, 
and there Has more diversification of concepts the more 
difficult the task of conceptual organization 11 • (pp.78-79) 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Carl Io Hov:ancl51 11 A 1 Com~mnic a tion Analysis 1 of Coneept 
Learning I!, .Psychological Hev iev.r 3 ( 1952), 59 :L~61-472 • 
.Y 11 Experimental studies by Smoke and others on the E:f'.fective;-
ne ss of positive and negative instances in concept formation 
l e ave unansHered the extent to which the efficiency o:f negative 
instances is due to S 1 s dif:ficulty in assimilating information 
presented in this :form (in terms of vlhat the concept 'is not t) 
and the extent to vlhich it is due to the lm-1 ef:ficiency of 
negatives in transmitting the necessary in:formation as to the 
char9.cteristics o:f the concept. Further experimental -v.rork -v.;ill 
have to hold the amo-Qllt of information conveyed by t h e two types 
of instances constant in order to determine the relative 
difficulty of learning from the two types of instance. 
As preliminary to such investigations the present paper 
makes a theoretical analysis of one important concept model. 
On the basis of this analysis it is possible to determine 
precisely the minimum number of each type of instance required 
to com..'1IU.nicate correctly the characteristics of a concept to 
a S who knows t~e nature of a concept model and the number and 
\. 
types of dimensions which are to be considered. It is shown 
that for the model employed the relative number of the 
the t-.:·w types required varies 
' 
enormously as a 
.function of the total number of dimensions involved, the 
1/K.L.Smoke, 11 An Objective Study of Concept Formation1', 
...... Psychological r-fonographs, (1932) ,42 no.4. 
, 
11 Negative Instances in Concept Learning", 
------ Journal of Experimental Psychology,(l933), 16:583-588. 
- - - ·· . ., .,_ ... -
number· of these which ar<!: relevant to the concept, the total 
number of values used for each dimension, and the number of 
correct values for the relevant dimensions. Examples are 
given of conditions where only~ positive instances but 
625 negative instances are required to define the concept and 
others v-rhere five positive instances but only two negative s 
are required. Formulae de rived theore.tically are presented, 
together with a table giving empirical data on the minimun1 
number of positive and negative instances requir,ed under 
various conditions. 
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In the light of the cons iderations presented, it is clear 
that the question asked in earlier concept-formation s tudies 
a s t o the relative effectiveness of positive and nega tive 
instances cannot be given a generalized categorical answer, 
Sepa rate analyses must be made of (1) the amount of inforrnation 
conveyed by each type of instance under spe cified conditions 
and (2) the process of assimilating information from the tHo 
types of instance on the amount of information transmitted 
is equatedu. (pp'.471-L~72) 
-=-~-----~--..:.....---~· · -- ------- --- --- ;...· -~----
Carl I. Hovland, liA Set o~f Flower Designs for Experiments in 
Concept Forma tion11 , .1\..merican J ournal of Psychology, (19.53), 
66 : 1L~0 -1Lt.2. 
An a ttempt is made to develop a card sorting series for 
studies of concept-formation, Hhich has four, r·a t her than the 
standard three characteristics. Also naturalistic content is 
used he re to increase the interest of the subjects. 
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T'.ne set consists of flm.ver designs with four variables i.e. 
type of blossom, type of leaf,color of blossom and number of 
leave s . A sample of the des ign is illustrated. 
These cards are especially re cormnended for use with children. 
The author has also used them in an experiment described in }~rch y 
19.53. 
\ 
y A.R.B. p. 73 
. - ---- -·. -·-·- '--~ 
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Carl I" Hovland and ~val t er Heis s .9 11 Transmis sion of Inj'<H'ma tion 
Concerning Concepts Throue;h Positive and Negative I nst..s.nees 11 [I 
Journal of Ex:perimental Psycho1ogy 9 (19.53) , 4.5:175-182 ,. 
~ ·. 
n Smoke reported that negative instances are ra.ther 
ineffecti ve in the learning of concepts. The question arises 
as to "1-lhe ther this is because negative instances conve~r little 
i nformatior or because it is difficult for Ss to assir~llate 
ma t erial presented in this form. In the present experiments the 
amou..'t'lt of information about a concept was equated for the two 
types of instance, so that any differences in learning the 
concepts could be attributed to di fferences in difficulty of 
a ssimilating information concerning what the concept 'is' 
as compared with assimilating information concerning what it y 
lis not'. D~~a derived from the analysis of Hovland were 
used to determine the minimum number of positive and negative 
instances needed to specify completely any particular concept. 
In the first experiment Ss Here shown successively a 
series of 1rJeigl-type cards conveying a concept by all-positive 
instances or by\all-negative instances. In the second experi-
ment equiva~ent series of all-positive and all-negative instances 
were presented simultaneously, to min i mize possible memory 
effect s. In the third experiment series of flower design 
gj ' 
cards were selected in such a way that transmission of the 
concept required an identical number of positive, negative, or 
y A.R.B. p.70. 
?J A.R.B. p. 72. 
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mixed positive and negati ve instances. 
Under the experimental conditions employed the renults 
indicate: 
a. The correct concept is attained by a highe:r· percentage 
of Ss vJhen transmitted by all-positive instances than by 
all-negative instances. 
b. Mixed positive and negative instances are i n termediate 
be tween all-positive and all-negative series in di.ffic1..:.l ty o.f 
learning. 
c. 'h1hen the negative instances are displayed simultaneously, 
the accuracy of concept attainment is higher than when they are 
presented successively. 
The al~-negative instances are thus shown to be consistently 
inferior to all-positive. At the same time, the results 
disprove the generalization that concepts cannot be learned 
from negative instances, since under appropriate conditions 
over ha.lf of the Ss were able to arrive at the correct concept 
exclusive ly on the basis of negative instancesa. (p.l82) 
\ 
Elizabe th Lo Wesley, 11 Pl:•eserva tive Behavior in a ConcE)pt 
For ma t ion Task a s a Function of Ma nifest Anxiety and PC:.g idi tytn, 
Jou rna l of Abnormal and Social Psychology, (1953), 48:129-134. 
11 The purpose of the present investigation Has to study 
the re l a tionship of the gene ral personality char•acteristics 
r i gidity a nd manifest a P..xiety as defined on the basis of 
paper and pencil questionna ires, to a task of the type used 
in clinical studies of concept formation. Three groups of Ss 
Here selected on the basis of their scores on these scc.les: 
(a) Rigid group - 21 Ss scoring high on the rigidity s cale a n d 
low on the anxiety scale; (b) Ar1.xious group - 21 Ss scc·ring high 
on t he anxiety scale and low on the rigidity scale; and. (c) 
1Normal 1 group - 30 Ss scoring loH on both scales. Th.e Ss Here 
required to learn a cavd-sorting task similar to the Wisconsin 
Card-Sol"tin g Test requiring the forma tion of concepts and the 
s h iftin g of these concepts ~ 
T'ne results Here a s fo l lows: ( a ) No relationship was 
foun d b e tween manifest mL.xie ty and rigidity as defined by_ 
p 2.per and rencil questionna ireso (b) The Rigid, ,n.n.xious, and 
'\ 
Normal groups did not differ significantly in terms of number 
of tr i als to reach the criter•ion in Series I, Ol"iginal lear ning. 
(c) However, Hhen i n dividua l differences in original learning 
Here taken into account, fl1.e Rigid group took significantly 
longer to shift its set on subsequent series. In addition, 
they gave significantlY, more perseveiJative responses., (d) 
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) 
Althoueh the Anxious Group showed consistently loHer seores than 
the iiorrnal G1 ... oup in number of trials taken to shift ae·:; and 
in nu:m.be:e of persevera tive responses, these differenee:3 Here 
not significant statistically. 
These r esults were interpreted as indicating that Ss Hho 
had a tendency to perseverate in a relatively large number• 
of everyday situations, or at least said they did so, .9.lso 
tended to persistQonger in their set in the experimentgl 
.J 
si tuation. Some degree of generality in the tendency tc maintaj_n 
a re sponse or a response set in different situations is thereby 
indicated. No clear-cut relation between manifest anx:iety and 
pe rseveration of response in a concept-formation tas :k 'Iiiias 
es t ablishedo Differences beh..J"een the effects of manife!::t 
anxiety and rigidity on perseveration of re sponse s e ·c ln the 
card-sorting task might be attributed to differenees in the 
habits associated with the basic drive state or to differential 
r·ates of development of inhibition in the two groups 11 • (p.l34) 
\ 
I\:arl Schue ssler and Anselnt S t~eaus s, 11 A .S tudy o:f Concept 
Learning by Scale Analysis 11 , American Sociologica l RevieVJ , (1950) , 15:752-762. 
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11 Th.e present paper, the first of several, has attempted 
t o establish (a) sequential s tages in the child's understanding 
of the concept 'money', (b) the distinctive features of each 
stage, and (c) the conditions ~..Jhich are prerequisite to the 
attainment of each stage. 
The scalogram was used to differentiate scale types in 
three separate but related areas: recognition of coin differences, 
compa r a tive values, and equivalents,. Scale types were identified, 
an interpretation of the respons e organization of each type was 
of fered , and the characteristc errors at each level were 
g iven,. 
The progression of conceptual learning moved, in each of 
the three areas, along continua , limited by pairs of te: J:'m.S of 
t h e follovling sort: from simple r esponses to complex ones, fl ... om 
concrete to abstract, from discrete to systematic, from 
undifferentiated egocentric to non-egocentric. T'D.e techniques 
' of ana lysis showed that a concept is not grasped immediately 
in its entirety; rather the development of comprehensio:J. is 
gradua l , the sign behavior of the child becoming almost 
' imperceptibly more elaborate, systematic, complex, flexible, 
and non-egocentric. 
T'ne association betHeen the thre,e areas studied was 
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investig ated by several t :l3 chnique s . 'lne general finding was 
that the level of response is about the same in all th:.:>ee 
areas, both on the basis of specific items and total seores. 
T'Ilis analysis also broue;ht about that ability to perfoJ:>m 
perfectly on any given item was virtually prerequisite to 
performing perfectly on certain othe r i tenlS. 
The effects of chronological age, mental age, and sex on 
test s cores were estimated. Variation in chronological age 
is closely related to variation in performance; mental a.ge 
se enlS less important than chronological age in •explaining' 
v a riation in performance; the sex difference leads to no 
difference in behavior. The influence of social clas::l v-r. ::ts 
investigated but these data are not given in this paper ; 
pre liminary examination of the data indicates that socis.l clas:3 
may affe ct the age at which the learning takes p la.ce but that 
t he conceptual progression is the same. 
The implications of these findings · are several. Th1~ 
techniques used can be applied to other and presumably more 
compli cated phasas of behaviol" related to the concept 1money t. 
It should be possible, for example, to investigate area;s such 
as •saving r, 'spending 1 , and 'earning 1 • 'I"Ile plans for further 
studies call for an attempt to relate the content and l1~vel 
of these activities to each other ••• 11 (pp.761-762) 
Ans e lm Stl''auss a nd Karl Sc hue s s ler, " Socialization, Logical 
Reaso_'line; and Concept Development in the Child 11 , Amer:Lcan 
Sociolog ical Revievr, (1951), 16 :51~--523. ----
Tl··lis is the second of a series of papers dealine; Hi th 
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the concep t of money. This study attempts to test the :bypotb.es is 
n ~· u that a child's concep t of money develops in a con sist.:m.t 
and cunmlative manner .... Three simple aspects of this ccncept 
H3re s ingled out for this investigation: coin recogn.ition 
( naming coins by various criteria); compa:r>a ti ve value ( which 
money is Horth more);and equiva ·ents (making change) 11 .(p.514) 
It -v-ra s found that 11 .... (a) perception is organized around 
concep ts and (b) that error is in part due to the subjects 
conceptual deficiencies. At each stag e of development, the 
child exhibits blindness and co~mi ts errors because he has 
not yet grasped necessar-y conceptual distinctions 11 • (p .. 518) 
'I".ne study also seems to suppol"t the hypothesis 11 .... that 
significant differences in logical reasoning among children of 
different ages existu. (p.521) 
'\ 
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JLnselm L .. Strauss, " The 'Development and Transformation of 
Nonetary Meanings in the Child"ll American Sociological Reviev-1 !1 
(1952)$ 17:275-286. 
This paper comes as resu lt of the tvw previous studies 
11 
done in conjunction with Karl SchuesslerQ Children from. 4t 
to 11! were used. The stage s of cumulative development; of 
several monetary concepts is traced as follows: 
Sub-stage. ( age 3 to 4t years) .. At this stage the child 
can just distinguish behreen money and buttons, etc. He uses 
it mostly as a toy and sees little if any relation betueen 
money and buying power. 
Stage 1 (4.8 - 5 .11; median 5 .. 4 years) The child can 
now distinguish nickles from other silver, but cannot oonsiste:ntly 
pair cpins. He understands tha t money buys things, but he 
believes any amount buys anything. Thus a nickle will iouy 
a five or a ten-cent candy bar. The storekeeper uses money to 
pay people. Payine; and giving goods are two way transac~ tions. 
The customer and storekeepe1., pay each other. He feels money 
can be bought ili stores since a storekeeper 11pays". 
Stage 2 (6.0-6.8; median 6.5 years) The child nervi nrunes 
2.. l l United States coins. He can match coins perfectly., A 
given coin can buy its exact eq"L}ivalent -·- no more -·- :no 
less. He still does not understand the idea of change, but 
does realize that the storekeeper can also use money a:n.d thus 
1J A.R.B. pp.77-79. 
/1( 
be come a customer . 
Starre -; (5.9-7.2; median 6 .. 3 year-s ) There ls 11 . ecfurthe r 
grm-Jth in awareness that transactions are mathematical., .. .: 
numbers are not related precisely to other numbers". (p.279) 
He realizes that storeke epe r·s do not always give change. He 
knoHs the amount of change is r elated to the p r ice of the 
object and the amount paid , but does not know just hm-.r. The 
child novr knows money can buy services. 
Stage 4 (6.0-6.11; median 6.,5) 11 Awareness tha t money is 
central to buying is continuing to develop. During this stage 
the fina l groundwork i s being laid for true mathematic~l and 
monetary relations". (p . 280 ) In re ceiving change, the ~hi l ~. 
realizes you must get a different coins but it can be :;my 
coin. The child now sees that the storekeeper must ear::1 money 
to buy goods to sell .. 
Stage 5 (6.0-8.9; me dian 7,10 years) 11 Children kJ1o1rJ 
exactj.y how much more, or less, each coin is worth than every 
othe r coinn. (p.281) They can make correct change but do not 
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understand it .. Tl(ey still feel that either the custome~:- or the 
s t orekeeper benefits by the transaction. They are beginning to 
that the relationship be tween the shopkeeper and the cu.::; tomer 
is i mpe rsonal. The maker of' the goods, his helpers and ~:1.is 
need to buy raw materials are considered. 
Stage 6 (7.5-9.8; median 8.7 years) 11 The notion that 
• 
customer-storekeeper r e l a tions are essentially impers:onal ••• 11 
·i (p .. 281) is more fully deyeloped. The child 11 ..... ~1ees tha:t some 
of the customer's money contributes toward paying the make:r• 
a nd s ome toward paying the workmen, while some remains for 
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the o-vme r. In this subtraction of expenses, they do not r ealize 
that the storekeeper must raise his price in order to make 
money~ In this and the following stages the possibility of 
credit is seen. 
Stage7 (6.8-10.6; median 8.9 years) It now occurs to 
some, that the storekeeper somehoH divides the money between 
himself and his 1•rorkers. That is how he makes a prof'i t~ He 
now recognizes absentee m..rnership. 11 The meaning of money is 
progressing beyond (a) money as an agent for buying, goods and 
services , and (b) money as an end in itself . lJioney as an agent, 
independent in a real sense of its possessor~ is emere;ing". (p.283) 
Stage 8 ( 8 .4-11., 0 ; median 9 e 9 years) 11 T'ne children 
finally realize that storekeepers sell for more money than 
they buy!to (p. 284) 
Stage 9 ( 9. 7-11.6; median 11.2 years) 11 ..... childr•en a clJ:ni t 
that storekeepettS sometime s 'cheat to make more money1 11 ., (p. 284) 
Even at this stage, the children were unable n ••• to perceive 
the indispens able activities performed by middlemen irL mercan-
tile or indus trial economies 11 .. ('P .. 286) 
T'ne child as he moves from one stage to the ne.:x:t, undergoes 
a tr·ansformation. 11 The content of his concepts undere;oes 
continuous change ••• Each advance depends upon understanding 
\ 
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a nuraber of prerequisi t 93 notions o Some of these the child 
may > .ve possessed for some time before being able to combine 
them Hith others into the formation of a more complex dependent 
meaning.,oo As comprehension increases many ealier notlons 
se em t o be los t. This is an illusion. Development is truly 
cur1mlative. Late1 ... meanings are not only built upon but absorb 
ear lier and simpler ones 11 • (p. 285) Early notions a:r:•e lost by 
a process of systematic forgetting. 
11 The learning of concepts is not merely an intellectual 
ma t ter. Cognition and behavior are not seperable phenomena. 
Shifts in conceptualization are shifts in emoting, perceiving, 
Hilling, and valuing. ' Levels of Conception' does not signify 
merely different degrees of intellectual sophistication". (p.286) 
\ 
--------------------
• 
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CHAPTER III 
SUI'-'0.'1<\RY OF SOiviE OF THE FINDINGS 
The papel"'S discuss ed here, describe exper imen ts performed 
in an effort to derive some ideas on concept .formation .. vfi th 
tl.-ro exceptions, all were p erformed on adults, primarily 
eollege Students a T:"'le t1,-JO experimenters wb.o vJorked 
during the included dates ( J anuary 1946 - March 195'4 ) : ~ al'e 
E<Lrm Heidbreder and Homer Bo Reed .. Their experimental n ethods 
a re similar, both using dra~v- ings of various sorts to whic:h 
nonsense - syllable names are given. The pictures and name s 
are flashed at the subject vJho mus t then trmemorize 11 the n ame 
that goes with each picture .. As the test progresses, the 
subject is expected to find a relationship between the picture 
and its name and other pictures with the same name, vlhj~ch will 
g ive him the desired concept. 
This nmodi:Cied memory 11 type of experiment -v.ras perhaps 
\ 
that most frequently used; hmv-ever, some investigators 
altered this somewhat. Thus, card sorting, blocks and entirely 
verbal tests were att~empted. y 
In his article, written in 1951~ Edgar Vinacke 
describes what experimenters in~eneral are trying to accomplish. 
/ 
ij A.R.B. p.64 • 
~ 6 ston UniversitY S~hool of Education 
Library 
He says they are making dn effort to dete:rmine the effE>ct of 
various conditions in presenting s timuli and of sys te:m.~.tizing 
the behavior Hhich is manifeste d in so-called concept-forming 
s ituations. 1\;o trains of thought result. Some fee l th~.t thoe 
concep t originates as a hypothesis, Hhich the subject then 
proceeds to test. This is Reed's point of view. Others feel 
the concept is a result of pure abstraction. Heidbreder, 
however, attempts to show that both theories enter i n t o it, 
that concept formation is a matter of both analys is a:;.;.d 
synthesis. 
It is shown that certain factors such as effort tc' lea rn, 
personality type, motivation, set, and the requirement::. of the 
task influence the subject in the learning of concepts. In 
several l.§l¢ses$ the nature of the experiment brought out the 
char·acter of the results. These features enter into the terra 
as itua tional supportu, which Heidbreder feels is a factor 
Hhich cannot be overlooked in the experimental analys is . 
Apparently, subjects tend to concep tualize a t the perceptual 
rather than the "intellectual leve l 1:,rherever 
this should be considered in the results of all tests. 
One se t of results, first established by Heidbreder,, and 
then studied by several other expel"imenters, seems to stand 
up under vigorous criticismQ Among the concepts tested, a 
certain hier·archy seems to exist; cor;cepts of concrete objects 
- - ------- ----------------------------- · -·-· ... -···. 
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are learn ed first, those Gf s patial forms next, those of 
color next, and finally t hose of number. T'De experime n t 3 1--Jhich 
d i di not suppor t this order are misleading because of varyin g 
factors in their design. It Has noted, however, that tbls 
o rdei·, a lthough statistically significant, is a continuous 
one rather than one of discrete stepso 
Surprisingly little work has been done with childr.::m. Only 
one ext ensive study is included in 1oJhich Karl Schuesslel' and 
his ass ociates have tried to trace the development of the 
conce pt 11money 11 by means of a scalogram. Children aged three 
t o e l ev en \-J"el"e use de He tries to show that a concept is not 
g rasped i mmediately in its entir-ety but that the development 
i s gradual and cmnula ti ve. Thus a basic problem arises :~n the 
cours e of the various studies; do children and adults attain 
concepts in the srone manner? No answer has yet been fou11d • 
• 
--- -· ·-·-- ----------------------~ ·-----· - - --· 
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